In Section 2, the strong consistency of a class of weighted least squares (WLS) estimators is proven under general conditions, as well as the strong consistency of weighted least squares with estimated weights (EWLS). Conditions which ensure asymptotic normality of the estimators are provided in Section 3, and a general statistic for testing hypotheses is given. In Section 4, consequences of misspecification are discussed and a test for misspecification is given. Section 5 contains a summary and concluding remarks. As should be expected, the conditions obtained are natural extensions of those found in the fixed regressor case. Also, the unconditional covariance matrix of the parameter estimates has a more general form than the usual conditional covariance matrix.
CONSISTENCY
To begin. we give a formal statement of the model to be considered. where f: ~' x e -+ ~I is a known function measurable on ~' for each 8 in e, and continuous on e, a compact subset of ~P; 80 is an unknown vector contained in e ; and (Xt' Et) is a sequence of independent not identically distributed random vectors. yt and Xt are observable, but Et is not.
The problem is to obtain an estimate of the unknown parameter (Jo given observations ( y,. X,) and a kn()wlpr!g~ of f A na.tura.l approach to thi3 problcm it o consider the nonlinear weighted least squares estimator On which solves the problem where ( W,) is a sequence of positive real numbers {weights). In this section we seek conditions which ensure the consistency of 8n for ()a. To do this, we use the following definition and an extension of a result of Amemiya [I] . DEFINITION 2.1: Let On (8) be continuous on a compact set e such that Qn (8) has a minimum at 8o in e for all n. Let j( c e be a neighborhood of 8o such that .il, its complement in e, is compact. The minimizer 8o is said to be identifiably unique if and only if there exists no(j() such that for all £I) in n. Proofs are given in the Appendix. The first part of this lemma guarantees the existence of the WLS estimator under Assumption 1, and the second part will be used to establish consistency. Before proceeding, it is helpful to compare Lemma 2.2 to Amemiya's [I] Lemma 3. The present lemma generalizes Amemiya's result by substituting the function Qn«() for Amemiya's Q«(). Whereas Q«() is posited by Amemiya to have a unique minimum, the function On «() is required to have an identifiab/y unique minimum. Both of these requirements are identification conditions. If Qn«() converges uniformly to some Q«() with a unique minimum at ()o, it is easy to show that ()o is identifiably unique according to Definition 2.1. However, it is also easy to construct cases in which neither Qn (£I), () nor On «() converge to a limit-an example is given at the end of this section. In th~ ~~mplin8 ~itu~tion considered here, where the investigator usually cannot control the experiment to e)1sure the convergence of On «() to some limit, it is particularly important to allow for such possibilities. The identification condition provided in Definition 2.1 is a natural extension of the concept of a unique minimum which allows unified treatment of the now classic framework considered by lennrich [12] and Amemiya [I] , as well as less well-behaved situations which can arise with i.n.i.d. regressors and errors. Lemma 2.2 provides the necessary additional flexibility to accommodate this definition and to serve as a basis for consistency proofs.
The first step in proving strong consistency of the WLS estimator is to find a suitable analog to On (8) and conditions which guarantee the convergence of O"~(fJ) to this analog. The next lemma, a strong version of a weak law of large numbers due to Hoadley [10] , provides the appropriate foundation. ii~
To ensure that conditions (a) and (b) hold for The weights w, are restricted to lie in a compact interval under Assumption 2. Note that Assumption 2 allows the weights to be nonrandom fixed constants as a special case.
Given Assumption 2,
since la + br ~ 21al2 + 2lbr; thus, condition (c) is satisfied under Assumption 2 and Assumption 3:
) for all 9 in e where m is measurable, and for all t,
This condition is analogous to the domination condition of Mickey's theorem {given in Jennrich [12] as Theorem 2) used to prove consistency in the i.i.d. regressor case {White [21] ). In that case b' = 0.
Finally, to ensure that ii~(8) has a minimum at 90 which is identifiably unique, it suffices to make the following two assumptions in addition to Assumptions 1-3. Assumption 4 is a noncorrelation assumption. When E(£t) = 0, independence of Et and Wt, Xt is sufficient but not necessary for Assumption 4. A weaker SUffil;;iclJt l,;uJJl.liliun than Independence for Assumption 4 is E(Etl Wt, Xt) = 0; this condition also is not necessary. Examples are given below which show how the identification condition assumption 5 can be satisfied to ensure that 80 is identifiably unique.
We can now state the consistency result.
THEOREM 2.4: Let (6n) be a sequence of WLS estimators. UnderAssumptions
In particular, the standard nonlinear least squares estimator (for which W, = 1) is a strongly consistent estimator under Assumptions 1, 3-5. By analogy with the linear case one might choose W, = 1/ (J'~ (where (J'~ = E(e ~ ) in hopes of improving the efficiency of the estimator. (Note that (J'~ must be uniformly bounded away from zero to satisfy Assumption 2 in this case.) The efficiency question is considered briefly in the next section.
In most applications (J'~ is unknown, so that the choice W, = 1/(J'~ is also unknown. Howeve~, one might have a strongly consistent estimator for (J'~ , say u~"' in which case one could choose weights W," = l/u~" and attempt to estimate 80 by solving the problem
The solution to this problem will be denoted 8n. the EWLS estimator. By imposing a uniform convergence condition on Wtn. 8n can be shown to be a strongly consistent estimator for eo. Specifically, assume the following: ASSUMPTION 6: Given 8 > 0, there exists no sufficiently large that I wt" -wtl < 8 almost surely for n ~ no and alII. THEOREM 2.5: LeI (8n) be a sequence of EWLS eslimalors. Under Assumplions
This result covers a leading case in which there are a fixed finite number of cells for which the error variances differ, and the proportion of sample observations falling in a given cell approaches a constant. These cells mayor may not correspond to the strata of the sample. For example, in the literature of human capital and risk the returns to different levels of schooling (of which there are a finite number when schooling is taken to be a discrete rather than a continuous variable) are assumed to differ in riskiness. Within the framework of a nonlinear regression for returns to schooling (such as Mincer [16] ) these risk differences can be represented as differences in the error variances. (Since schooling is included among the X" the variances are dependent upon X, and are therefore random. In this case, W, = 1/ u; is random.) Alternatively, the error variances of a nonlinear production function regression may differ across a finite number of industries or regions for technological reasons. (Again, W, = l/u; may be random if the number of firms occurring in a given industry or region is not controlled in the sample design.)
To show how Strictly speaking, to write t E Cj is an abuse of notation since Cj denotes a cell rather than a set of indexes. However. this notation is a very simple way to indicate observations belonging to cell i. and it will continue to be used in this sense.
Given Assumptions 1-5. Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 2.5 guarantee the strong consistency of the following three-step procedure for the fixed finite cells case: (i) obtain a consistent estimate 8n for 80 by solving
(ii) consistently estimate 0"1 by where 80 is an unknown positive scalar (0 ~ 80 ~ T < 00 ), (X" e,) is a sequence of independent 2 x 1 vectors such that E(E,) = 0, E(e; ) = a~ , and E(X~e,) = 0 for all 0 ~ 8 ~ T (Assumption 4) and X, ;.. 0. In this case, the least squares estimator
1': -X 9 ) 2 r r .
HALBERT WHITE To satisfy Assumption 3, it is sufficient that E{Jx,IT+8) :5;; M and E{JE,r+8) :5;; M for some M, 8 > 0; that is, that X, have uniformly bounded T + 8 moments and that E, have uniformly bounded 2 + 8 moments.
If the X, are themselves uniformly bounded (as will often be the case), E{Jx,IT+8) :5;; M holds trivially.
To guarantee that 80 is identifiably unique, it is sufficient that there exist 8 > 0 such that the proportion of observations for which either 8 < X, < 1-8 or 1 + 8 < X, approaches a non-zero constant, as may be directly verified. (Assumption 5 would be violated if X, always took on the values 0 or 1 in which case 80 is obviously not identified.)
With this structure, the least squares estimator is consistent for 80.
To see that a-~(80) can sometimes fail to converge (and hence that a-~(8) need no1 converge), consider a sequence Cor E(E ; ) = 0"; beginning In both cases above, u~«(}o) = n -1 I.~=1 O"~ .For this sequence, u~ «(}o) oscillates between 1.5 and 2. This oscillation can be maintained indefinitely by adjoining n ones to the sequence when u~«(}o) = 2 and n/2 threes to the sequence when u~«(}o) = 1.5. Although such occurrences might appear unlikely, it is impossible to verify from a single realization of ( YI, XI) whether or not this oscillation or other kinds of wandering are taking place in u~((}o). Although such cases cannot be handled by previous theory (since tail products do not exist) this causes no difficulty for the present theory. Note, however, that in both cases above, sufficient structure is imposed to ensure that u~((}) is uniformly bounded.
ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY
In this section, we seek conditions which ensure the asymptotic normality of the WLS and EWLS estimators in the nonlinear case. The basis of the results below is a modification of the multivariate Liapounov Theorem given by Hoadley [10, p. 1990 ]: THEOREM 3.1: For each n ~ 1, let x~nl, ..., X~n) be independent random vectors in RP having zero means and an average covariance matrix V n = n I ~~-l E(X~n) X~n)' ) such that V n is positive definite for all n sufficiently large. For n sufficiently large, let t n be the symmetric positive definite matrix such that t~ = V;;l.
To apply this result, we introduce the following notation:
When the partial derivatives exist, we write
When the appropriate expectations exist, define the matrices
We will have occasion to refer frequently to these matrices evaluated at particular points. For convenience, we write
Now make the following Assumptions. We also modify Assumption 5 to ensure that 80 is interior to 8.
ASSUMPTION 5': Assumption 5 holds and 80 is interior to e.
It is straightforward to show that Assumptions 1-5', 7, and 8 imply the existence of O > O and nn such that for all n ~ nn. det A~ > 8. Althou2h A~ and B~ are not required to converge to any finite limit, sufficient structure has been imposed to ensure that for all n sufficiently large, the elements of A~, B~, and their inverses are uniformly bounded. Together with Assumptions 1-5', Assumptions 7-9 ensure that the Liapounov central limit theorem can be applied to the p x 1 gradient vector Vq?, defined to have elements -q,;{8o), i= 1, ...,p.
To prove the asymptotic normality result below, we use a lemma similar to Rao [18, 2c.xiii). Obviously, this result extends to the case where 9 is a vector valued function. We also use the following result. The next theorem provides conditions for the asymptotic normality of a sequence of WLS estimators. The statistic (3.1 ) is general enough to test linear or nonlinear hypotheses, singly or jointly. In particular, Theorem 3.5 justifies the use of the analogs of the familiar t and F tests. Note that the estimator of the unconditional covariance matrix A;l fJnA;l embedded in (3.1) is more general than the conditional covariance matrix estimator usually computed. It is the nonlinear analog of the covariance matrix estimator for the estimated parameters of a linear model with fixed regressors and heteroskedastic errors proposed by Eicker [5] . In some cases, the conditional covariance matrix estimator may be inconsistent. Sufficient condltlons tor the consistency of the conditional estimator (2u~(iin)A;1 in the present notation) are homoskedastic Et independent of Xh Wt and Assumptions 1-5', 7-9.
General asymptotic normality results for the EWLS estimator are somewhat more difficult to obtain. In particular, it appears that Assumption 6 would-have to be strengthened to Assumption 6'. ASSUMPTION 6' : Given 8 > 0, there exists no sufficiently large that n II Wtn -"V,I < 6 all"u~L ~uI~ly CUI: n ""' no and alII.
This condition is too strong to be practical; in most situations the best one can expect is nl--1 W,n -W,! < 8 for E > 0. Fortunately, however, asymptotic normality for the EWLS estimators can be obtained in a straightforward manner for the fixed finite cells case.
I-IAL9SP.T WI-IITS THEOREM 3.6: Let a sample be obtained from a fixed finite number of cells Ci' j = 1, ..., I, such that E (E: ) = u; > 0, t E ci' and such th{lt ni/ n ~ Pi where ni is the number of observations from Ci and Pi is a real constant, ° < Pi < In general, the nonlinear WLS estimator with W, = l/u; will not be asymptotically efficient. If the errors E, are normally distributed with mean zero and are independent of IY', the WLS o3timQtor with ~V, -l/u l bccQI"l"lC~ IIldAilllUlll likelihood and (as in the case considered by ]ennrich [12, 
When the error distributions are known but nonnormal, the WLS estimator with W, = 1/ u~ may be useful as a starting value for maximum likelihood estimation. In the case where the errors are symmetric and drawn from a fixed finite number of different unknown distributions the EWLS estmator with W,n = l/ujn, t E Cj (where the cells correspond to the different distributions for El), may be a useful starting value for a nonlinear multi-parameter analog of Stone's [19] adaptive maximum likelihood estimator .
It is useful to point out that whether or not a particular weighting scheme ( w,) has improved the efficiency of unweighted parameter estimates can be directly determined asymptotically by comparing the asymptotic covariance matrices (..-\;;1 Bnl.-\;;-l, omboddod in (3.1» of tho woightcd Qnd unwoightcd c3timQtc3. The presence of (possibly induced) heteroskedasticity d'oes not affect the ability of A~l BnA~l to consistently estimate the true asymptotic covariance matrix of the parameter estimates.
A TEST FOR MISSPECIFICATION
All the results above have been derived under the explicit assumption that the uluucl ~J.lc~i(jcu i~ tht; ~Urrt;~L unt:. A dlrecI ImpllcaIion or Theorem Z.4 is that 8" ~ 80 for any choice of weights ( W, ) which in particular satisfy Assumptions 2 and 4. It follows immediately that when the model is correctly specified (i.e. Assumptions 1-5 hold for both sets of weights) the difference of any two WLS estimators (say 81" and 82"' estimated using weights WI' and W2" respectively) tends to zero almost surely. Thus, if 81" and 82" were sufficiently far apart, an investigator might reasonably suspect some misspecification. Below, we make precise what is meant by "sufficiently far apart." First, however, we discuss heuristically how a divergence between 81n and 82n can occur when the model is misspecified.
In a recent paper, White [21] showed under regularity conditions similar to those used here that if the true model is Y, = g{Z,) where z, are i.i.d. random vectors, and the parameters of the model Y, = f(X" 8) are estimated by nonlinear least squares, the sequence of least squares estimators converges strongly to 8*, the parameter vector which solves the problem wllclc a i~ lilc juinl dlsuibutlon rUnctlon of L, tWhlCb includes X, as a subvector). In general, 8* depends upon G.
In the present case, we assume that X" hence Z" are i.n.i.d. To make the point, it is sufficient to consider a population with two strata; from each stratum we draw i.i.d. observations. Taken together, however, the observations are i.n.i.d. By appropriate choice of weights it is possible to make O"~ {8) converge uniformly in 8 a.e. to
where O < A < 1 and G1 and G2 are the joint distributions of Zr in the first and second strata. Weighting the first stratum heavily yields a WLS estimator Oln which converges to a vector close to Bi, which solves
On the other hand, weighting the second stratum heavily yields a WLS estimator 82n which converges to a vector close to 8! , which solves
In this situation, 81n -82n converges to a vector close to of -0! which will not in generlll be zero. Thu3, divcr8c.l"c of 01n (1.IU O2'' ~(11l be evltlence Cor functional misspecification. Of course, failure of any of the other conditions of Assumptions 1-5 can also be responsible for 81n -82n not converging to zero. The next result makes explicit the sense in which 81n and 82n may be sufficiently far apart to re ject the hypothesis that the model has been correctly specified, in the sense that Assumptions 1-5',7-9 jointly hold. , simply the difference of the covariance matrices of the two estimators. Here, relative asymptotic efficiency is not required, since this generally requires a knowledge of the distributions of (£,). A limitation of the test based on (4.1 ) is that the weights chosen are apparently arbitrary. Different choices for the weights will affect the power of the text. From the heuristic discussion above it appears that one way to obtain good power is to 3 Th" "~tim,,tnr V~ p.iv"n in Thpnr"m 41 will h" fI~rl "Imn~t ~lIr"ly fnr n I"rp." "nnllp.h IInrl"r th" null hypothesis. A consistent estimator which is always p.s.d. has the more complicated form
] AI~. I-I compare estimators which differentially weight strata known to differ significantly in the distribution of the regressors. A further consideration of power properties is beyond the scope of this study, but appears to be a fruitful area for further research.
The investigator may wish to experiment with several comparisons using different weights in hopes of improving the power of the test. If statistics of the form (4.1) are u!:ed and h differcnt compuri~on~ arc n-.ddc, tllc Vju~cllurc uC accepting the null hypothesis if each test accepts the null hypothesis at the a level yields a test of size ~ha, since the tests are dependent. Alternatively, one could derive the joint distribution of the h tests analogously to the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1, a very tedious but more precise approach.
Finally, one may derive a statistic analogous to (4.1) using estimated rather than known weights for the fixed finite cells case. This will be left as an exercise for the reader; the proof is tedious but straightforward.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have obtained conditions which ensure the consistency and asymptotic normality of the nonlinear weighted least squares estimator when the regressors and disturbances are independent, but not necessarily identically distributed. Since the i.n.i.d. assumption is the one most appropriate for data contained in stratified cross-section sample!;. the!;i'. ri'.!;lllt~ ~hnl,Jd be u£eful to economists working in applied microeconomics, particularly those estimating nonlinear production functions (e.g. CES), nonlinear share or expenditure functions (e.g. translog), or nonlinear earnings functions (a la Mincer [16] ) on cross-section data. A general statistic for testing hypotheses is provided, as well as a test for model misspecification. Results are available for both known and estimated weights.
The conditions obtained are quite general, and are natural extensions of those found in the fixed regressor or i.i.d. regressor cases. Results for both these cases can be obtained simply by specializing the results given here. Further, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 may be helpful in extending results for limited and qualitative dependent variables models (also frequently encountered in applied microeconomics) to the case where observations are obtained from a stratified cross section (as in the case of Heckman's [9] pioneering work) rather than being subject to experimental control. The results obtained here also provide a starting point for a rigorous treatment of the properties of nonlinear generalized least squares for time-series cross-section samples, such as the various Parnes longitudinal surveys (e.g., Center for Human Resource Research [3] ) and the Panel Study of Income Dynamics conducted by the University of Michigan [20] . In these samples one has a finite number of (stratified) cross sections. The observations in these different cross sections are correlated however, since they represent given individuals moving through time. Proper treatment of this (presumably positive) correlation should allow a significant reduction in estimated parameter variances (considering the unconditional as opposed to the conditional covariance matrix}. The author intends to pursue this topic in further research.
From a practical standpoint, the results obtained here are supportive of much work already published, in that these results ensure that the familiar properties of nonlinear (weighted} least squares hold under general conditions when observations are obtained from a stratified cross section. Care must be exercised, howcvcr, in mdking infcrcn~c~, ~ill~C tllc o;;Qildiliul141 I,;VV41 i4111,;C lIlitlriA u~uitlly computed is not necessarily a consistent estimator of the unconditional covariance matrix. The unconditional covariance matrix properly takes into account the stochastic nature of the regressors, possible non independence of regressors and the unobservable disturbance, and possible heteroskedasicity of the disturbance; a consistent estimator is A;;-liJnA;;-I, embedded in (3.1}.
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MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX
All symbols, definitions and assumptions are as given in the text.
I ",MMA ? ? T"t O..v... R) h" n .""n."rnhl" f""rt;..'" ..," n .."",~"rnbl" ~P""" n ,,"J fDr on"h ~ jn n n conIjnuous funcIjon on a compacI seI e. Then there exjsIs a measurable funcljon (2,,9) ;.., c"ntin"""..' "n GI, "n ;!,,'.,.'1>, ;n t, ,,~ [P]-(c) TJ,~,.~ g-,,;~t WJ~"~,,,.,,!olg m,: 1/'--RI for which Iq,(z, 81< m,(z) for all 8 in e, and for all t, Elm,(Z,)!1+8 o;;M <00, ~ >0.
Then (i) E(q" 8» is continuous on e, uniformly in t.
(ij) s~p ln-lrq,(Z,,8)-6n (8) almost surely for n sufficiently large, and the result follows since 8 is arbitrary.
O.E.D.
LEMMA 2.6: Let On (tU, 6) be a measurable funclion on a measurable space n and for each tU in n ã ontinuousfunctionfor6 in a cqmpact sele. If IOn (tU, 6) -Qn(6)1-° a.e. uniformly foral16in eand if 6n(tU) -60 a.e., then IQn(tU, 6n(tU» -Qn (60) almost surely for n sufficiently large, and the result follows since 8 is arbitrary.
Q.E.D.
COROLLAR y 2.7: Let a sample be obtained from a fixed finite number of cells Cj, j = I, ..., I, such 2 2 us. thatE(E 1 ) = Uj > o,t e Cjo andsuch thai nj/n --+ pj where njis the numberofobservationsfromcjandpj is a real constant, 0< Pi < I. Under Assumptions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .2--I ~( V. 2 U;n-n; i. .,-f(X..8n» 1 "1 is a strongly consistent estimator toru; and Assumption 6 is satisfied tor W," = 1/.;;", W, = l/u;, tE Cp j = 1, 1.
PROOF: Let (X,;. Et;) be a subsequence of (X" Et) containing each observation from cell c; and no others. and define Q.E.D. Q.E.D. The proof of the second part of the theorem is omitted since it is obvious from the above and Theorem 3.5.
Q.E.D. 
